Kinder

We have been learning about volcanoes with Ms Cane.

We had to look carefully at this object and try to guess what it was. Can you guess what it is?

In Science this week we explored push, pull, rolling objects on an incline and bouncing objects.

Prep

Last week in prep Leigh came to visit our class, to discuss some traditional art work. Students created paintings of Australian animals using ochre. The children really enjoyed participating in this activity, and would like to thank Leigh for coming to visit our class and teaching us, new skills."

Grade 1/2

The 1/2 team had an exciting day with Leigh Oates learning about aboriginal culture and how the land informs his art practise. The students watched a presentation where Leigh showed photos of various landscapes and animals he has seen around Tasmania. He explained how this influences the paintings he does. The students then were stepped through the process to produce their very own artwork. The students painted with ochre after grinding it into powder and adding water. They started with echidnas then moved onto snakes and mutton birds.
GRADE 3

The Grade 3s have been busy showing Mrs. Doherty what they have learned in their history unit about 'Significant Sites of the Huon Valley'. To do this the students made a Bloom's Box. They had to respond to six questions and write the answers on each face of the cube. The questions gradually became more challenging, requiring the students to apply critical thinking, evaluation and analysis of all they have learned. They have done a great job with these and there has been lots of deep thinking going on.

Grade 4

We started skyping the Grade Four class at Pularumpi Primary School last week. Pularumpi Primary School is located on Melville Island about 100km north of Darwin. Almost all of the Pularumpi students are Aboriginal and speak Tiwi, English being their second language. We are very excited to be learning about their culture and about the Tiwi Islands. When we spoke to them they told us about a big crocodile that was on the beach that morning and how it was really hot, 34 degrees. We have taken photos of the frost as they have never seen frost before.

Grade 5/6

Enjoying and volunteering in the Breakfast Club!